To : Senator McCormack ,
State of Vermont
Senate Health and Welfare Committee
From : Barbara McCarty " Another Way "
Re: S.287
Dear Senator McCormack ,
I am writing you and the entire Committee to urge you NOT to vote for
this bill or advance it in any way until we ( the opponents of S.287 ) have had a
chance to get you even more hard data and statistics , also links to well
established national websites ( regarding undeniable issues , like fraud diagnoses
and dangerous side effects). We are working hard on this . The data exists / not
knowing it is not a justification for allowing this bill to go foward, with all its
massive potential for harm . Once an undeserving person is force drugged and
gets side effects pending an Appeals process , it is far too late for " sorry " or
even any actual justice ; the side effects may be permanent or deadly. AND
THEIR COURT CASE WILL LIKELY BE TWISTED AND CONSTRUED
AGAINST THEM , FROM THAT TIME ON ; it is manifest injustice , corruption ,
really .
Of all the ( alleged ) relatives of the proponents who testified, and
who" had to wait even a few months ", they are all still ( presumably ) well ( or
as well as anyone ever is who is " finally receiving involuntary medication " ).
AT THE VERY LEAST , I HIGHLY DOUBT THERE IS EVEN ONE
PROVABLE INSTANCE RIGHT NOW IN VERMONT , OF SOMEONE "
NEEDING MEDS " SO BADLY THAT THEY WILL DIE OR SUFFER
PERMANENTLY WITHOUT IT !
AS OPPOSED TO MANY MORE PEOPLE
WHO WILL BE RAPIDLY , UNETHICALLY MEDICATED THE SECOND
THIS BILL IS PASSED ! Why err to the vast detriment of the Innocent ?
There are still many opponents out there who have not had time to respond .
Please remember that typically a person used thus , as livestock by the system,
will upon release be only a shadow of themselves . Possibly on Disability /
possibly sequestered by family / possibly humiliated and terrified ( terrorized ,
really ). They still deserve to be heard.
*** IMPORTANT NOTE : *** Please Notice where ALL WHO
TESTIFIED IN FAVOR OF S.287 WERE ALL THE SAME ONES WHO HAD
NEVER ONCE HAD THE DRUGS IN THEIR OWN BODIES !!! We really DO
NOT HAVE CONCLUSIVE EVIDENCE that their stories are even true, or that
their ' mentally ill' dependents ACTUALLY EXIST.
I have , for several years
now , the indelible Internet / digital records ( of having , myself , emailed to every
member of the Senate Health and Welfare Committee since 2011 ) the
SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS for my own case ( court / DCF / Vt Dept Educ ,
VSH ) ; you may know that everything I claimed at least happened. But we
have no proof whatsoever of the integrity of the other side . Just their claims ,
made " for " or about other people WHOSE SIDE HAS NOT BEEN HEARD (
and heard without coercion or duress ). Particularly the president of Vt. NAMI (

the so- called National alliance for mental Illness ) . NAMI has NOT SHOWN
ONE INSTANCE OF PATIENT - CENTEREDNESS in all the 10 years I know
them. ALL I have EVER seen from them is the relentless push for forced
drugging , money .
The publicity for testifying has been poor , until the heat was actually on .
And for those who did not get the paper that day ( or see the TV news on time )
I DID NOT SEE AN INTERNET BLOG at email websites that would come on ,
all day , for several days at least , when the masses went to check their emails (
that is the best , surefire way ). Even our Counterpoint newspaper put this news at
the bottom of the front page , where it was folded and 0UT OF SIGHT on the
newsstands ! useless!
Please allow us to put you at least promptly in touch with just the right
websites, databanks. Remember , the " doctors" and organizations who have been
lobbying for this have an unethical , unregulated , moneyed interest in forced
drugging . Have they presented any actual Burden of Proof ?

Thank You
Barbara McCarty

